
THE WORK:REST APP
Ensuring Your Athletes/Teams Train At The Correct Intensity

A GROUND-BREAKING SOLUTION TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE & MEASURE WORK:REST



Plan, Monitor & Measure Training Intensity 
More Effectively Than Ever Before

 A unique online solution that transforms the way that training 
intensity can be controlled, measured and managed.

 Enabling coaches and S&C staff to work together to train the 
physical, tactical and technical components in unison.

 Ensuring that the demands of competition are being met more 
effectively than ever before within the training environment.

The pioneering Work:Rest (W:R) solution transforms the way that
training intensity can be planned, monitored and measured. This
unique online platform combines cutting-edge ‘cloud’ technologies
with powerful analysis capability to enable staff to plan the intensity of
specific drills & sessions in a more effective way than ever before.

Training at the correct intensity is key to performance - and training
intensity starts with the correct W:R. The online solution allows staff
to plan and manage desired training demands in a more effective way
than ever before and the constant real-time feedback allows
adjustments to be made accordingly.

This revolutionary new approach to managing and fine-tuning intensity
was developed by one of the world’s leading Sports Scientist/Fitness
Coaches, working in Rugby Union with top International teams and
successful European club sides, as well as in a range of other sports.

The Work:Rest solution can be used in any sport and is giving
coaches at every level the ability to ensure that their athletes and
teams are training at the correct intensities required to prepare
them fully for the demands of competition.



Access the Work:Rest app on any device – no need for 
software to be installed on individual laptops/tablets/phones.

Quickly and easily plan and set targets for the desired 
training intensity of each drill / activity within your session.

The online capability means that data can be quickly added 
in real-time on one device (e.g. your phone) and accessed 
on any of your other devices (e.g. your iPad or laptop).

Results are automatically collated, displayed and updated in 
your Session Dashboard.

The generation and display of results in real-time enables 
any necessary adjustments to be made ‘on-the-go’.

A Session Report is automatically generated at the end of a 
session and can be quickly shared with key staff.

The quick setup and clean design make it easy to plan 
training intensity and add & review key data for each activity.















THE BENEFITS…



HOW IT WORKS…

2.    ADD YOUR SESSION DATA
On any device, use the real-time data entry facility to add the information 

that will enable you to accurately assess actual training intensities:

 The length time each activity or sub-activity lasts for. 
For example selecting the ‘Ball in Play’ and ‘Ball out of Play’ buttons will give you both your Work:Rest
Time and the Work:Rest %.

 The number of Phases. 
If you want to target and monitor the number of phases within a specific activity or sub-activity you can 
select the Phase button.

1.    CREATE YOUR SESSION
You can log into your Work:Rest account on any device and use the Session Plan facility 

in the Dashboard to add the drills/activities that will comprise your session. 

 Add the planned duration for each activity.

 Set a target for the desired training intensity that you want to achieve for each activity. 
The selected training intensity is shown as a colour. 
(e.g.  0%-45% = Green, 46%-65% = Orange, 66%-85% = Red, 86%-100% = Purple). 

 Provide additional information and notes, as required, on the name and main focus of each 
drill/activity.

All of the information added is calculated and displayed in real-time. 

 This enables adjustments to be made to training intensities ‘on-the-go’.

 On the completion of the session a  Report is automatically generated providing a summary of the key 
Work:Rest data generated.

 The Report is automatically shared with those staff who you have given permission to access the 
Work:Rest account.
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3. ADJUSTING YOUR WORK:REST TARGETS & REVIEW YOUR SESSION DATA



Testimonials…

“The Work:Rest system has been brilliant for us to train at the required intensity. During our
high intensity sessions we can measure and feedback in real-time to great effect.”

Steph Du Toit  
Head of Physical Performance

Stade Francais

“Work:Rest helps us get the most out of each rugby session. We can plan and track the
intensity of each session and each drill in a simple and effective way that resonates with the
rugby coaches.”

Guzman Barriero
Director of Rugby

Uruguay Rugby Union

“Effective training that transfers to performance, is very much about the right intensity. This
process starts with having the right work to rest within the session and drills that the
Work:Rest system monitors perfectly, I would highly recommend it.”

Craig White, 
Performance Consultant

World Rugby 

What some of the world’s leading physical trainers and coaches 
are saying about the Work:Rest solution…



PRICING…

Costs for the online Work:Rest platform are based 
on the number of sessions that you plan to use the 

solution with your Athlete(s) and/or Team(s).

# Sessions RRP Per Session RRP
10 £7.50 £75.00
25 £5.00 £125.00
50 £4.50 £225.00
100 £3.50 £350.00
200 £2.25 £450.00

Work:Rest Pricing Packages

    

# Sessions RRP Per Session RRP
10 $10.50 $105
25 $6.80 $170
50 $6.20 $310
100 $4.80 $480
200 $3.10 $620

Work:Rest Pricing Packages

Pricing For Customers Outside of the UK :

Pricing For Customers In the UK:

(Prices Exclusive of VAT for UK Customers) 



If you are interested in learning more about the Work:Rest solution you can:

Visit our website at: https://www.isportsanalysis.com/work-rest
Contact our team directly at: analysis@isportsanalysis.com

FINDING OUT MORE…

mailto:analysis@isportsanalysis.com
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